2001 grand am ignition switch

See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? The contact owns a Pontiac Grand Am. While driving various speeds, the vehicle
would intermittently shut off. There were no warning indicators illuminated. An independent
mechanic diagnosed the vehicle and stated that the ignition switch needed to be repaired. The
vehicle had not been repaired. The dealer and manufacturer were not made aware of the failure.
The failure mileage was , Add Complaint. The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start. The
burglar alarm warning light and the check engine warning light illuminated. The failure recurred
on numerous occasions. The vehicle was taken to a dealer. The technician diagnosed that the
wires in the ignition switch needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The contact stated that while driving approximately 25
mph, a noise emitted from under the front driver's side of the vehicle. The contact mentioned
that the vehicle started to sway back and forth as the service engine and maintenance warning
lights illuminated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The technician diagnosed that the
ignition switch and both front end wheel bearings needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired however, the failure persisted. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. While
attempting to start the vehicle, the anti-theft warning indicator illuminated and the vehicle failed
to start. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The technician diagnosed
that the ignition switch and wiring needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was not made
aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 56, The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start
after several attempts. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic who was unable to
diagnose the cause of the failure. The vehicle was towed to a dealer where the ignition switch
was replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but the failure recurred. The approximate failure
mileage was , Three times passlock ignition lock needs to be replaced. Tumbler internals
replaced. Problem seems to be a GM product dependability design flaw. The first time was
under warranty. I am only 35 years old and love Pontiac but I will never stand behind a product
that Pontiac will not stand behind themselves. Very unprofessional and very disappointing.
Pontiac will eventually fold due to poor sales, poor service, and a lack of effective pm.
Sincerely, dr. I would like to know why? One switch price With this type of vehicle. That I G. Any
information regarding this would be greatly appreciated. Thank you. Security light continues to
come on when I try to crank can't crank when the light comes on have to wait approximately 15
minutes, and some if it crank it shuts back off then another 15 minutes wait time. The passlock
sensor is going out of my car again this is the second time this has happened It makes it really
hard for me to go anywhere in the summer and having to set in 95 degree heat waiting for 10
minutes for the car to reset Now it starts and stalls and the security light is on. I had to
purchase a whole new ignition switch to fix this. I have seen that this is common with these
cars. The car clicks like the turn signal is on. This happens all the time and I am also told this is
a known problem. I have not replaced the switch and am disappointed that GM allows these
things to happen with no recall. I will think twice before I buy another GM product. Now 3rd time
same problem turns over will not crank Nov Grinding sound in front brakes. Dealer replaced
rotors at my expense. Still making grinding noice. Breaks seem to have been a problem since I
bought the car new in Recall of blinker switch. Blinking inside above radio noise came back
after 1 year. Dealer says that recall was for the hazard lights not the turn signals? Have to wait
10 minutes with car in on position and then car will start.. Had to replace ignition sensor switch
at my expense. Rear floor board behind drivers side gets wet. No known cause. Recently the
service vehicle soon lite came on. Dealer repaired at my expense. Dealer said that the
headlights were out and a part was cracked. Recently noticed that when I drive I hear grinding
sounds seems to be coming from the body of the car, like it's coming unscrewed. Just took my
car in for repairs of ignition switch, 4 new tires, a back seat seatbelt replacement and my drivers
side automate seat adjuster was working the morning I took it in. When I picked up my car it
was making a grinding sound and the seat cushion was torn. Service manager says they will
replace the seat cushion but they don't think they broke the seat adjuster and the service
manager says that maybe the seat adjuster just decided to go on that particular day. I'm now
fighting to have them repair what they broke. I will never go to nucar Pontiac in Delaware for
repairs again. This is the worst car I've ever owned. I think most of these problems should be
recalls since many people have them. I will never buy a GM car again. Please someone help to
make the car makers responsible for their poor workmanship. The coolant system has a
continual leak. It needs to be replaced at least every month. Faulty ignition switch makes all
interior lights and gauges go on and off and sometimes not come back on for days happens
everytime the car is started up. Makes speed limits impossible to tell, etc. There were no
warning indicators before the vehicle stalled. Additionally, when the vehicle stalled it will not
restart without the computer being reprogrammed. Every time the vehicle was towed to the
dealer. The only thing the dealer did was reset the computer. After the vehicle was in the

dealership 5 times for this problem the contact began resetting the computer. The dealer's
service manager showed the contact how to reprogram the computer by turning the ignition on,
allowing the security light to flash ten minutes, turn the ignition off, and restart the vehicle. The
dealer identified the problem as a short in the ignition switch. The vehicle is currently at the
dealer awaiting repair of the ignition. The dealer offered two options for repair, to replace the
entire ignition system or jump the security system. If the security system was by passed it will
no longer activate. There are two technical service bulletins tsbs concerning the ignition, tsbs
and My Pontiac Grand Am also has had problems with the ignition switch cyclinder. Both times
my car was not under warranty. I went to church on mothers day car was running fine. Went
home and was in the house for 15 minutes and went to leave and my car would not start up. I to
went out and brought a new car battery and car still would not start. I have spent money to have
my car towed to the dealer and paying for the same promblem within 2 years. I also had to have
the fuel pump replaced in and I brought the car in , that was within my first year of having the
vehicle. I have read all the consumer complaints and I counted 20 complaints about the ignition.
Something really needs to be done about this. The ignition switch system keeps locking the car
up and will not let it start. The dealer replaces switch and other componets each time. This
started when the car reached 50, miles and was out of warranty. Vehicle was having a problem
with the ignition switch. When the they key will not turn when applied to the ignition switch.
Consumer took the vehicle to dealer for service. However, warranty expired. Intermittently
consumer was unable to turn the key in the ignition switch. Dealership was notified, but did not
resolve the problem. While driving vehicle shut down. Consumer tried to restart vehicle but it
failed to do so. Consumer took vehicle back to the dealer, who made a few adjustments.
However, the problem recurred. I have had several problems with my vechicle not starting and
the dealer has told me several different reasons. Back in May is suppose to have been the
computer codes were inproperly put into my car but now in March it is my ignition switch which
a friend of mine has had the same problem but it was a recall on her car year. So how do you
find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your
time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. The contact owns a Pontiac Grand Am. The contact stated that the vehicle failed
to start. The burglar alarm warning light and the check engine warning light illuminated. The
failure recurred on numerous occasions. The vehicle was taken to a dealer. The technician
diagnosed that the wires in the ignition switch needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , The contact
stated that while driving approximately 25 mph, a noise emitted from under the front driver's
side of the vehicle. The contact mentioned that the vehicle started to sway back and forth as the
service engine and maintenance warning lights illuminated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer.
The technician diagnosed that the ignition switch and both front end wheel bearings needed to
be replaced. The vehicle was repaired however, the failure persisted. The manufacturer was not
notified of the failure. The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start after several attempts.
The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic who was unable to diagnose the cause of
the failure. The vehicle was towed to a dealer where the ignition switch was replaced. The
vehicle was repaired, but the failure recurred. The approximate failure mileage was , Search
CarComplaints. Three times passlock ignition lock needs to be replaced. Tumbler internals
replaced. Problem seems to be a GM product dependability design flaw. The first time was
under warranty. I am only 35 years old and love Pontiac but I will never stand behind a product
that Pontiac will not stand behind themselves. Very unprofessional and very disappointing.
Pontiac will eventually fold due to poor sales, poor service, and a lack of effective pm.
Sincerely, dr. Security light continues to come on when I try to crank can't crank when the light
comes on have to wait approximately 15 minutes, and some if it crank it shuts back off then
another 15 minutes wait time. The passlock sensor is going out of my car again this is the
second time this has happened It makes it really hard for me to go anywhere in the summer and
having to set in 95 degree heat waiting for 10 minutes for the car to reset Now it starts and stalls
and the security light is on. I had to purchase a whole new ignition switch to fix this. I have seen
that this is common with these cars. The car clicks like the turn signal is on. This happens all
the time and I am also told this is a known problem. I have not replaced the switch and am
disappointed that GM allows these things to happen with no recall. I will think twice before I buy
another GM product. Grinding sound in front brakes. Dealer replaced rotors at my expense. Still
making grinding noice. Breaks seem to have been a problem since I bought the car new in
Recall of blinker switch. Blinking inside above radio noise came back after 1 year. Dealer says
that recall was for the hazard lights not the turn signals? Have to wait 10 minutes with car in on
position and then car will start.. Had to replace ignition sensor switch at my expense. Rear floor

board behind drivers side gets wet. No known cause. Recently the service vehicle soon lite
came on. Dealer repaired at my expense. Dealer said that the headlights were out and a part was
cracked. Recently noticed that when I drive I hear grinding sounds seems to be coming from the
body of the car, like it's coming unscrewed. Just took my car in for repairs of ignition switch, 4
new tires, a back seat seatbelt replacement and my drivers side automate seat adjuster was
working the morning I took it in. When I picked up my car it was making a grinding sound and
the seat cushion was torn. Service manager says they will replace the seat cushion but they
don't think they broke the seat adjuster and the service manager says that maybe the seat
adjuster just decided to go on that particular day. I'm now fighting to have them repair what they
broke. I will never go to nucar Pontiac in Delaware for repairs again. This is the worst car I've
ever owned. I think most of these problems should be recalls since many people have them. I
will never buy a GM car again. Please someone help to make the car makers responsible for
their poor workmanship. The coolant system has a continual leak. It needs to be replaced at
least every month. Faulty ignition switch makes all interior lights and gauges go on and off and
sometimes not come back on for days happens everytime the car is started up. Makes speed
limits impossible to tell, etc. There were no warning indicators before the vehicle stalled.
Additionally, when the vehicle stalled it will not restart without the computer being
reprogrammed. Every time the vehicle was towed to the dealer. The only thing the dealer did
was reset the computer. After the vehicle was in the dealership 5 times for this problem the
contact began resetting the computer. The dealer's service manager showed the contact how to
reprogram the computer by turning the ignition on, allowing the security light to flash ten
minutes, turn the ignition off, and restart the vehicle. The dealer identified the problem as a
short in the ignition switch. The vehicle is currently at the dealer awaiting repair of the ignition.
The dealer offered two options for repair, to replace the entire ignition system or jump the
security system. If the security system was by passed it will no longer activate. There are two
technical service bulletins tsbs concerning the ignition, tsbs and My Pontiac Grand Am also has
had problems with the ignition switch cyclinder. Both times my car was not under warranty. I
went to church on mothers day car was running fine. Went home and was in the house for 15
minutes and went to leave and my car would not start up. I to went out and brought a new car
battery and car still would not start. I have spent money to have my car towed to the dealer and
paying for the same promblem within 2 years. I also had to have the fuel pump replaced in and I
brought the car in , that was within my first year of having the vehicle. I have read all the
consumer complaints and I counted 20 complaints about the ignition. Something really needs to
be done about this. The ignition switch system keeps locking the car up and will not let it start.
The dealer replaces switch and other componets each time. This started when the car reached
50, miles and was out of warranty. Vehicle was having a problem with the ignition switch. When
the they key will not turn when applied to the ignition switch. Consumer took the vehicle to
dealer for service. However, warranty expired. Intermittently consumer was unable to turn the
key in the ignition switch. Dealership was notified, but did not resolve the problem. While
driving vehicle shut down. Consumer tried to restart vehicle but it failed to do so. Consumer
took vehicle back to the dealer, who made a few adjustments. However, the problem recurred. I
have had several problems with my vechicle not starting and the dealer has told me several
different reasons. Back in May is suppose to have been the computer codes were inproperly put
into my car but now in March it is my ignition switch which a friend of mine has had the same
problem but it was a recall on her car year. Not what you are looking for? Search for something
else:. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Pontiac Grand Am Ignition Switch. Select your vehicle year. Refine
by:. Ignition Switch part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details
Quantity Sold : Sold individually. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Replacement Ignition
Switch. Feb 23, The esperance was good and the part was the correct one cant ask for more
thanks. Keith Clark. Purchased on Feb 15, Jan 20, Ignition switch. So far so good part went in
perfe
saab 93 2005
2006 honda odyssey engine diagram
2wire gm alternator diagram
ct. Joseph Marshall. Purchased on Jan 13, Jan 02, Works great. Michael George. Purchased on
Oct 21, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. A Short Course on Ignition Systems The
voltage that is available to the spark plug is somewhere between 20, volts and 50, volts or
better. The job of the ignition system is to produce that high voltage from a 12 volt source and

get it to each cylinder in a specific order, at exactly the right. The Starting System The
automotive battery requires special handling. The electrolyte water inside the battery is a
mixture of sulfuric acid and water. Sulfuric acid is very corrosive; if it gets on your skin it
should be flushed with water immediately; if it gets in your eyes it should be flushed with a. You
might be surprised to find out how many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

